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Abstract 
Let G be a compact Lie group. In the corresponding equivariant stable homotopy 
category, whose morphisms are classes represented by maps of pairs (N, N - 0) X X + 
(M, M- 0) x Y, where M and N are real finite dimensional G-modules, one proves that 
any of these morphisms X+ Y factors as a composite X7(f! V$ Y, where 7(f) is the 
transfer of a fixed point situation over X, N X E 2 V L M X E and I) : I/+ Y is an 
equivariant map in the usual sense (nonstable). 
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0. Introduction 
For fixed point situations 
ExV A E 
X 
where E +X is an ENR,, V is open and f is compactly fixed, i.e., Fix(f) = {u E 
V I f(u) = u} +X is proper, Dold [l] defined a fixed point transfer ?f : h*(Fix(f)) 
+ h*(X), for any generalized cohomology theory h. These transfers are defined 
by stable maps represented by maps of pairs 
T(f):(K, K-0) xX+(K, K-O) xv. 
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In his thesis [5], Schafer constructed a category with nice topological spaces as 
objects, in which he adjoined these transfers as morphisms. Then, he showed that 
this category is isomorphic to the stable homotopy category. As a consequence, he 
obtained every stable map X + Y as a composite I) 0 7(f), where f is a fixed point 
situation over X, r(f): X + I/ is its transfer and I/J : I/+ Yis a nonstable map. 
In this paper we consider more general situations, namely if G is a compact Lie 
group, we take a fixed point situation 
f 
NXE3V - MxE 
where E +X is a G-ENR,, M, N are real G-modules, V is open and G-invariant 
and f is equivariant and compactly fked, i.e., Fix(f > = ((y, e) E I’ 1 f(y, e) = 
(0, e>] +X is proper. 
In Section 1 we give the definition of the adequate version for the RO(G)-graded 
equivariant stable homotopy category G&tab* and recall the corresponding 
definition of the category of RO(G)-graded algebras over an RO(G)-graded ring. 
In Section 2, we describe an adequate category, which we call G-gig*, in which 
the objects are the same as in G&tab* but the morphisms from X to Y are 
classes represented by pairs (f, I/J>, w h ere f is a fixed point situation, as above, 
and I,/I : Fix(f) + Y is a continuous map. 
In Section 3 we prove that the category G-Qtab* from Section 1 is isomorphic 
to the category G-%ig* defined in Section 2. 
To finish the paper, in Section 4 we apply the main result to obtain a formula 
which determines certain equivariant stable maps in terms of its restrictions to 
fixed points with respect to closed subgroups of the acting group. 
1. The RO(G)-graded equivariant stable homotopy category 
Let G be a compact Lie group. G shall act continuously on every space 
considered hereon. In this section, we define the ROCGI-graded equivariant stable 
homotopy category G-e t a b *. 
Definition 1.1. Let X and Y be metric G-spaces, and let M, N and K be 
G-modules. Consider equivariant maps of pairs 
f:(N@K,N@K-0)xX-(M@K,M@K-0)xY 
and let K vary in a cofinal set of G-modules closed under direct sum, leaving M 
and N fixed. If 
f’:(N@K’, N@K’-0) xX+(M@K’, M@K’-0) XY 
is another such map, we declare them as stably equivalent if there exist G-modules 
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L and L’ in the cofinal set such that 
K@L=K’@L’ 





f’@ l,:(N@K’@L’, N@K’@L’-0) xX 
+(McBK’cBL’,M@K’@L’-0)xY 
are G-homotopic, up to the canonical homeomorphism. We denote the class of f 
by If I. 
One can easily show that this class only depends on the difference [Ml - [Nl E 
RO(G). More explicitely, one can prove that given M’ and N’ such that [M’l- 
[N’] = [M] -[N] E RO(G), then there exists a G-module P such that M @I N’ CB P 
s M’ CB N CTS P, and replacing M and N by M’ and N’ adequately in the definition 
of {f}, the class obtained with the first choice and the class obtained with the 
rat is, one is mapped to the 
:Y-Zofdegree[L]-[Kl 
second choice are compatible with the isomorphism; tf 
other. 
Two classes {f } : X + Y of degree [N] - [Ml and {g) 
are composed as follows. 
Let {f } be represented by 
f:(M,M-O)xX+(N,N-0)xY 
and {g} be represented by 
g:(K, K-O) xY+(L, L-O) xZ. 
Then the composite {g) 01 f) : X -+ Z is constructed as follows. Let P and Q be 
G-modules such that P EI N and Q CEI K are isomorphic. Then (g}o{ fj is repre- 
sented by 
(lexg)+.xf):(P@M, P@M-O)xX+(Q@L,Q@L-O)XZ, 
the composite taken up to the homeomorphism between (P ~3 N, P CB N - 0) X Y 
and (Q 63 K, Q CB K - 0) X Y. This morphism has degree [Q ~3 Ll - 1 P 6~ Ml = 
[QCBKCBN~T+L]-[P~N~+K~BM]=[N~BL]-[K~M]=([N]-[M])~([L]- 
[I(]). Then we have a category G45,ta b*, whose morphisms are stable G-homo- 
topy classes of G-maps. 
Remark 1.2. Our category G-CZta b* is equivalent to the equivariant stable 
category described in the usual way by taking spaces with base points and 
suspending by taking smash products with G-spheres S”” (= one point compactifi- 
cation of the G-module M). This assertion follows easily from the fact that the 
pairs 
(M,M-O)x(X,Y) and (S”A(XUCY), *) 
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have the same cohomology for any equivariant theory. This can be proved, 
essentially, by applying the excision axiom and (usual) homotopy equivalences. See 
e.g. [2, 3.21, or [3, 3.161. 
2. The RO(G)-graded equivariant fixed point category 
In this section, we define a new category, called G-gig*, which is constructed in 
terms of fixed point situations. We recall some of the definitions of [4]. 
Let G be a compact Lie group and X a metric space with a continuous action 
of G, a metric G-space, for short. 
Definition 2.1. Let E be a G-space and p: E + X a continuous G-map. p : E --) X 
is called a G-Euclidean neighborhood retract over X, a G-ENR,, if there exist a 
G-module L, i.e., a finite dimensional real representation of G, a G-invariant 
opensetUcLXXandG-mapsi:E~U,r:U~EoverX,suchthatproj,oi= 
p, p 0 r = proj,, such that r 0 i = id,. (For general properties of G-ENR, see [6].) 
Consider the following coincidence situation: 
NxExV - (2.1) 
which we call fixed point situation over X, where p : E --f X is a G-ENR,, M and 
N are G-modules, V is an invariant open subset of N x E and f is compactly fixed, 
i.e., if we consider the set (of coincidences) Fix( f > = ((y, e) E V I f< y, e) = (0, e)}, 
then the restriction map Fix( f > +X is proper, that is, inverse images of compact 
sets under this map are again compact or, equivalently, it is closed and its fibers 
are compact. 
For any invariant neighborhood V of Fix(f >, there is an equivariant stable map 
T(f):x+v, 
of degree [Ml - [ Nl E ROCG), called the transfer of f. Given hz an RO(G)- 
graded G-equivariant cohomology theory, e.g. K, = equivariant K-theory, G-FIX* 
= equivariant stable cohomotopy [31, Hz = ordinary RO(G)-graded cohomology, 
etc., the transfer defines a homomorphism 
T(f):h*G(V) *h;(X), 
which has several properties, as proved in [4]. In particular, it defines a homomor- 
phism 
Ff : h;( Fix( f )) + hg+[M1--[N1( X) . (2.2) 
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On the other hand, if we compose the stable map 7(f) with the projection 
p : V + X, we obtain an equivariant stable map of the same degree 
Z(f) :x+x, 
which does not depend on how small the neighborhood I/ is, and the induced 
homomorphism 
Z,:h*,(X) +h*G(V) Zh*,+P(X), 
is called the index homomorphism of f. If we assume that hg is a multiplicative 
theory, then h’&(X) is a commutative ring with 1 and Zf is a homomorphism of 
modules over ho,(X). Therefore, Zf is completely determined by the element 
Z(f) = Zf( 1) E hGIM1-[N1( X) (2.3) 
which we call the index of f. 




be a fixed point situation. Instead of the projection p : Fix( f 1 +X, we shall take 
C$ :Fix(f) --+ Y to be any (nonstable) equivariant map. We consider what we call 
pairs over X, <f, ~$1. We declare two such pairs over X, (fo, &> and <f,, 41> as 
homotopic if there exists a fixed point situation over XX I, 
NxEr>V A MxE 
\ / 
xxz 
and a map @ : Fix(F) + Y, that is, in other words, if we have a pair over XX I, 
(F, @), such that the restrictions of F to the bottom and top of XX I, X =X X iv), 
v = 0, 1, are precisely f. and fl, and @ IFix = 4,. We denote the equivalence 
classes by If, $I}. As it is the case for the transfer, there is always a representative 
such that E =X XA, where A is a G-module. 
Definition 2.2. The RO(G)-graded equivariant fixed point category, G-Six*, is 
defined as follows: 
Its objects are G-ENRs. If X and Y are two G-ENRs, then the morphisms from 
X to Y are classes 
If, 41:x-y 
of degree p, represented by f and 4 as above. 
In order that the category G-gig* is well defined, we have to describe the 
identity morphisms and the composition operator in it. 
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and id, : Fix(id,) =X + X. 
Let now {f, $1: X + Y be a morphism of degree p = [Ml - [Nl, and {g, I)} : Y 
+ Z be a morphism of degree (T = [K] - [I,]. To define the composite 
{g, @}o(f, 4):X-Z of degree P+(T=[M]-[N]+[K]-[L]=[M~K]-[N 
@ L], we need several steps. 
Assume, for simplicity, that E =X X A and E’ = Y X B, A, B, G-modules. Call 
F = Fix(f) and F’ = Fix(g). Pull back the fixed point situation g to F over 
c$:F+X, 
L x +*(E’) x$*(W) = K x +*(E’) 
lFJ 
X 
since E’ = Y x B, +*(E’) = F X B. Thus, we have a fixed point situation 









where, in the first row, the first inclusion is open and the second is closed. 
Hence, there exists W’ c L X N XX XA X B open, such that W’ f~ (L X F X B) 
= 4*(W), thus, 4*(W) is closed in W’. By the Tietze-Gleason extension lemma, 
we can extend 4*(g) to g’ : W’ + K x N XX x A x B as an equivariant map over 
X. 
Let 
g’(w’> = (g(K(w’), gh(w’), x2 g>(w’)t gls<w’>> 
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and define h in 
LxNx(XxAxB)~(LxVxB)nW’ 2 KXMX(XXA xl?) 
-XN 
for w’ = (I, n, x, a, b) by 
h(w’) = (g;c(n% f~( n, x, a>, x, f,4(n, x, a),&@‘)). 
It is direct to check that 
Fix(h) =Fn@*(g)) =+*(Fix(g)), 
which lies properly over F = Fix(f) and, since F lies properly over X, so does 
Fix(h). Thus, h is a fixed point situation over X of degree [K @ Ml - [L @ Nl E 
RO(G). 
Let 7 : Fix(h) = 4*(Fix(g)) + Fix(g) 3 Z and define 
{g, $1 o{f, 41 = {h, 771 :X+ Z. 
We then have 
Theorem 2.3. G-gig* is an RO(G)-graded category. 
3. The main theorem 
Definition 3.1. Let G-@‘%$I be the (nonstable) homotopy category of G-ENRs and 
equivariant maps. We have a functor 
u : G-f.E%% + G$ig* 
such that u(X) = X and for an equivariant map 4 : X -+ Y, ~(4) = {id,, ~$1: X + Y. 
u can be extended to U’ as to make the following diagram commutative, 
G-Gfab* 
as follows. U’ is the identity on objects and, if 
{g} E G-C5fabP( X, Y), 
p = [Ml - [N} E RO(G), is represented by 
g:(N,N-O)x(L,L-O)XX+(M,M-O)x(L,L-O)XY, 
thenlet f:NXLxX-+MxLxX besuchthat 
f(Y, 1, x> = (gkf(y, 1, x), I-g,(y, I, Xl> x). 
Since Fix(f) c 0 XX, it lies properly over X and hence f is a fixed point 
situation over X. 
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On the other hand, let $J =g, IFix( Fix(f) + Y. Then 
u’(g) ={f,4}:X-Y. 
We have another functor 
v : G-?Ji&* + G-@Stab* 
defined as follows. v is the identity on objects and for if, $1: X + Y of degree 
p = [Ml - [Nl ERG(G), let v{f, c$} E G6tabP(X, Y> be represented by the 
composite 
X%Fix(f) %Y 
(or more precisely by 
T(f) 4 
x-U-Y, 
where U is a small invariant neighborhood of Fix(f) and 6 is an equivariant 
extension of 4, which exists since Fix(f) is closed in N XX and Y is a G-ENR). 
We then have 
Theorem 3.2. u’ and v are inverse functors. 
Proof. We let the reader check that U’ and v are, in fact, functors. To prove that 
they are inverse, we first observe that 
VU’ = Id G-Gtab*) 
since, for uu’Ig) = v{f, 41, we have that r( f > = (gM, g,, idNxLxX): (N, N - 0) X 
(I,, L-O)xX+(M, M-O)X(L, L-O)xNxLxXand,since$=g,:NxL 
XX-, Y, then 
$07(f) = (g.44, g,, gy) =g. 
For the converse, let {f, $1: X + Y be a morphism in G-Sig* of degree 
p = [Ml - [N] E ROCG); then, without loss of generality, 
Nx(LxX)IU~MX(LXX) 
is a fixed point situation over X, and C$ : F = Fix (f I+ Y. We may assume U to be 
small enough that C/J can be extended to 6 : U + Y. 
Let (T : N x (L XX) + [0, 11 be a G-invariant function such that a-‘(O) is a 
neighborhood of N x (L XX) - U and W = a-‘(l) is a neighborhood of F = 
Fix( f >. Define 
f’:Nx(RxLxX)+Mx(RXLxX) 
by 
(+b 1, x)fM(n, I, x), t + 1 - a(n, 1, x)(t + I), 
f’(n, t, 1, X) = I-c(n, 1, x)[l-fL(n, 1, x>], x) if(n, 1, x) EU, 
(0, t + l,f, x) if (n, E, x) Ea-l(O), 
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which satisfies Fix(f’) = Fix(f) via (n, 0, 1, x) * (n, I, x), since 
f’(n, t, 1, x) = (0, t, 1, x) a f(n, I, x) = (0, E, x) and 
and if Y is represented as a G-ENR via 
Y’VI/Y 
: 
where K is a G-module, then let 
&Nx(IWxLxX)+K 
be such that 
$(11, t, I, x) = 
i 
(t+l-~(n,l,x)(t+l),&n,l,x)) if 
(t + 1,0) if (n, 1, x) EC-‘(O), 
189 
a(n, I, x) = 1; 
thus, (n, 1, x) E W implies &, 1, x) = 1, hence $‘(n, t, I, x> = (0, &n, t, 1, xl>, 
so that $’ IFix = 6 [Fix(f) = 4. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Any stable map {a} E G&t ub[“]-lNl(X, Y) factors as 
where f : I/_-f M x E is a G-fixed point situation over X of degree [Ml - [N] and 
C#I : Fix(f) + Y is a nonstable map. 
Remark 3.4. The morphism groups in the category G-?Jig* are such that 
G-gi~*( X, *) 
coincide with the groups G-FIX*(X), as defined in 131. On the other hand, 
Theorem 3.2 implies one of the main results therein, namely, that these are, in 
fact, isomorphic to the equivariant cohomotopy groups in the homotopy sense. 
Remark 3.5. What Corollary 3.3 shows is what we mean by saying that “transfers 
generate G-G t a 6” “, as the title of the paper states. However, if one wants to be 
more precise and stick to a more categorical notion, one should say “transfers and 
nonstable maps generate G-Q t a b* “. Of course, this categorical assertion poses 
the question, if there are relations and, if so, what are they. 
The answer is in fact, that there are relations. For instance, different nonstable 
maps can yield equal stable maps. On the other hand, properties of the transfer, 
such as naturality, pullbacks, etc., determine also relations. 
An interesting problem, closely related to, but more general than the axiomati- 
zation of the transfer, is to describe a complete and independent set of relations 
for these generators of G-(Stab*. 
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4. Application 
In this section we show a sum formula for certain stable equivariant maps. To 
that end we need the following version for the transfer of 2.11 in [4]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let f : V * M x V be a compactly fixed G-map over a G-trivial space X, 
V c N x E, and let D c E be a closed G-ENR=subspace such that f(V n (N X D)) c 
A4 x D. Then the G-map f” : VD +M xD, VD=Vn(NXD), f”=fIV”, is 
compactly fixed and the difference r(f) - T( f D, is the transfer of a compactly fixed 
map fD, partially defined on N X (E -0) over X. 
The proof is virtually the same as that in [4]. In fact, 2.11 in [4] can be obtained 
as a corollary by evaluating in 1 E ho(E). 
Using the lemma, again as in [4], we obtain the following 
Theorem 4.2. Let f : V + W” X E be a compactly fiwed G-map over a G-trivial base 
space X. Then 
T(f) =~7(f’H’)--(f(--H)):h;(V) +h;+[M1-[N1(X), 
for Van invariant neighborhood of Fix(f) in Iw” X E, the sum taken over the finitely 
many orbit types around Fix( f 1. 
Using Corollary 3.3, we obtain the following 
Theorem 4.3. Let X be a G-trivial space and let ((~1 E G-C5itabk(X, Y>. Then 
{ cz} = C{ CP)} - { CF} ) (4.1) 
where CX(~) : X -+ YCH) c Y, c@ : X -+ YCH) c Y, both stably. 
Here, stably means that if 
cx:(N, N-O) x(K, K-O) xX+(M, M-O) x(K, K-O) xY, 
then 
cycH): ( NcH), NcH) - 0) x ( KcH), KcH) - 0) xX 
+ ( McH), MC”) - 0) x ( KcH), Kc”) - 0) x YcH), 
and correspondingly for c#. Since here we are assuming M = Iw”, N = [w”, then 
Cy(H):(Rn, W-O) X(K’H’, KC”‘-0) xx 
+ (R”, R” - 0) x (KC”), KCH) - 0) x YCH), 
thus {a’H)] E G&tab 
element of 
“-“(X, Y(“)). But since Y(“) c Y, we can see {cycH’] as an 
G-CZ,tab”-” (X, Y). So, the sum (4.1) is taken inside this last group. 
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Proof. According to Corollary 3.3, decompose (a) as 4 0 7(f) and apply Theorem 
4.2 to obtain 
7(f) = CT(f’“‘) - T(f’“‘). 
We have then that 
I$0 T(f) = &#I 0 T(f’H’) - 4 0 7(f’“‘). 
The result follows from the following three remarks: 
Remark 4.4. ~(f(~)> : X + Fix(f) factors through Fix(fcH)) c Fix(f) and 
7(fcH)) : X + Fix(f) factors through Fix(f(“)) c Fix(f). 
Remark 4.5. 
4 0 q(H)) = 4(H) 0 T(f’“‘), 
($0 T(f’“‘) = pf) 0 +p”‘). 
Remark 4.6. 
{&O} = @W 0 T( f(H)) : x + YCH) c Y, 
{ &)} = p) 0 T( f’“‘) : X + y(H) c y. 
Corollary 4.7. Take X = * , Y = SL, where L is a G-module. Then for any (a) one 
has 
{cx} = ~{cz’~‘} - {&)) E G-Gtabk( *, SL) = n”,(S”). 
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